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Link-It wins the Plus X award in five different categories

„Schneider’s new fineliners and fibrepens “Link-it” are striking innovations with high quality and special design, 
functionality and sustainability. The special click system makes it possible to connect fineliners with fibre pens. 
Thus, two different writing systems can be combined in one pen. The clever click system is integrated into the 
end of the barrel. Arrows show the right handling. The high quality is demonstrated, among other things, in the 
stabilization of the fineliner tips with stainless steel tubes. The pens are designed to support its handling and 
functionality in an optimal way. The basic shape is triangular with soft grip surfaces. Two different greens are 
available. The fineliners are light green and fibre pens have a dark green barrel. The writing colour is shown on 
the cap, the tip and by an imprint. 16 colours are available. There are 496 possibilities for combining two different 
tips for creative painting.

The colourful team-players are packed in a convenient adjustable pencil case stand which is durable and can be 
used as penholder. As the first fineliners and fibrepens on the market the green pen body is made of bio-based 
plastics and thus conserves the scarce oil reserves. The amount of 88% bio based material was confirmed by 
DIN CERTCO, an independent certification organization.

The Plus X Award

The Plus X Award seal is given in seven different categories - in five of which Schneider's Link-It has received an 
award for its innovation, high quality, design, functionality and sustainability.

With these five awards, the Link-It was also chosen best product in the category "Family and Children". The 
quality seal of the Plus X Award stands for outstanding and purchasing-defining product features and helps 
customers quickly and easily recognize the added value of the Link-It.
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The special click system makes it possible to connect fineliners with fibre pens. Thus, two different writing 
systems can be combined in one pen. The clever click system is integrated into the end of the barrel. Arrows 
show the right handling.
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